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E.D. Solozhentsev 
Technologies for detection of bribes and corruption 

We consider the intellectual innovative informational technologies (I3-technologies) to detect bribes and 
corruption by statistical data. I3-technologies use the logic and probabilistic (LP) risk models and knowledge 
bases. We state it is impossibility to decide the problem of bribes and corruption without I3-technologies 
and knowledge. The following bribe and corruption risk LP-models are described: (a) at the institutions 
according to the results of their functioning, (b) of the offi cials on the basis of the descriptions of their 
behavior, (c) of the institution and of the offi cials on the basis the analysis of the service parameters.

Key words: probability, bribe, corruption, logic, model, risk, innovative technologies, intellectual 
technologies, information technologies, management, effi ciency 

A.I. Sidorov
Corruption as a monopoly: is liquidation possible?

Corruption is studied as a systematic phenomena and as a integral object of academic investigation. 
A set of collective measures performed by government and society are suggested. It is suggested to 
take the peculiarities of Eastern culture into account. 

Key words: algorithm, security of society, civil society, spiritual order, integral object, propensity for 
corruption, corruption, morale, service, elite

R.V. Dronov
Countermeasures against organized crime and corruption 
within a framework of CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States)
International and legal issues

Practice of  dealing with organized crime and corruption basing on in intergovernmental 
collaboration is observed. It is suggested creating a special common legal body in order to cope 
with transnational crime and corruption. It would be possible to create such an institution after 
introducing corresponding corrections into national legislations of participants of Commonwealth 
of Independent States.

Key words: state, corruption, intergovernmental collaboration, international security, national 
security, national legislation, interchange of information, organized crime, transition economy, 
criminal proceeding.

V.A. Limonov 
The idea of cyclicism of historical process in works of scholars of XX century

In the article the problematic again actualized by a current state of the humanity is discussed. That 
is the problem complex co-ordinating history of domestic philosophy stories with cyclic models of world 
process. In the centre of attention of the author three fi gures, fi rst of which, K.M.Tahtarev, thanks to 
reprintings of its works, has appeared again in the fi eld of attention of sociologists and historians of 
philosophy of history. Creativity of the Russian sociologist and the philosopher is at an original crossroads 
of positivism worrying the crisis and that new arising anthropology which was left to us by the Silver age.

In the comment of system of P.A.Sorokin come to light the basic concept of his theories. The 
theory of “pendular movements” in the history of known modern writer G.S.Pomerantsa is in a 
similar way investigated. 

Key words:  cyclic idea,  cyclically-wave idea of the historical process, ideas of pendular movement 
of culture, sociocultural dynamics, types of sociocultural processes.

V.A. Ermolov
Everyday life of Russian workers at the turn of XIX century

The correlation of wage of disadvantaged population is observed. This group of population in-
cluded at that time workers as well as teachers, actors, litterateurs, underoffi cers. The correlation of 
wage and wastes for books, residence and food are examined.

Key words: rent, meal, everyday life, workers, Russia at the turn of XIX century, overtime, family, 
average salary, expenditure pattern.
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V.B. Ukraintsev, V.V. Ukraintseva, I.B. Ukraintsev
Е. Ukraintsev – the outstanding diplomat of Russia 
of the epoch of the Peter the Great tsar

This paper devoted to Emel’yan I. Ukraintsev, the outstanding diplomat of Russia of second part 
of XVII century and the beginning of XVIII century. He works hard of all his life in the fi eld of inter-
national politic of Russia in this diffi cult historical period for Russia. His role in the history of Russia 
one may revalue scarcely likely.

Key words: duma dyak, duma advisor, history of diplomacy, Traty of Constantinople 1700, 
Ukraintsev house, Posolsky prikaz (Ambassadorial offi ce), Northern War, Ukraintsev E.I.

G.Yu. Afanasyev
The problem of the imperial russian navy revival in 1905–1912 
as the factor in infl uence on the society opinion 
at the beginning  of the ХХ century

The defeat of the imperial Russian navy in the Russian-Japanese war coincided with the abso-
lutely new situation for all country: with revolutionary democratic discontent and with undisguised 
disagreement of the main classes of society with policy of Russian government and the imperial court. 
The technical revolution in the shipbuilding and the changes in one case and the epochal changes in 
tenor of the state the in another infl uenced so that the patriotic question of the rebuilding the naval 
power went out of the governmental halls and became the main part of activity the maritime orga-
nizations and a discussion among the intellectuals. In spite of that the new tendencies in the marine 
development can’t overcome the traditional line of the titanic iron-clad naval conception, which was 
supported by the naval department, this way of restoration of the naval power is not satisfi ed the 
widespread  of the society. 

Key words: Russian empire, navy revival, maritime society, submarine, linear fl eet, society 
opinion. 

T.L. Marsadolova
Russian religion culture as a part of content a secular school education 
in Russia by X to XX centuries 

The genesis of school education is analyzed since a moment of emergence Christianity in Russia 
in this article. There are regarded to the building of the fi rst Russian schools such as Byzantine near 
churches and monasteries, the separating a secular school from Church by Peter the First, the coop-
erating a secular school with Church since Alexander the First to Soviet period. Author marks that 
including in content of Russian education orthodoxy culture in post-Soviet period is continuation 
thousand tradition of spiritual and moral pupils’ education.   

Key words: education, culture, religion, school, church, Christianity, orthodoxy, religious culture, 
orthodox culture, content of education.

J.E. Bulmistre 
Infl uence of England on formation of Saint-Petersburg culture: 
source study and historiographical 

The paper deals with the questions of the research of English infl uence on Saint-Petersburg during 
XVIII century. Different sources are considered, some Russian and foreign works are analyzed and 
some examples of infl uence are given in this article. 

Key words: cultural infl uence, cultural contact, source study, England, Saint-Petersburg. 

Yu.F. Zuev 
Defeat lessons of the USSR in information war 
and information safety measures 
(to a question of examination Russia history media coverage) 

The author as the contemporary of events, has presented the historical, political both  scientifi cally-
philosophical vision and the analysis the USSR defeat lessons during «the post-Stalin’s» period in war 
of new type – to information war to which the country was not ready for the reasons of a theoretical 
inconsistency of party management of the country. The main conclusion of the author – a being; at 
authority of any theoretically insolvent “parties in power” will remain a principal cause of defeat of 
the country and disasters of its people in modern information wars (political, ecological, economic, 
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fi nancial, cultural). Also the scientifi cally-philosophical substantia-tion of measures of information 
safety in conditions of liberalism in an information work, by analogy to security measures in material 
sphere is given.

Key words: freedom of speech, freedom of the information, information wars, information safety, 
information technologies, information examination, an information work information-technological 
examination, mass-media, virtual reality. 

A.V. Petrov 
Features of formation of democratic system and preservations 
of political stability in the multinational countries: 
Russia and China in the fi rst decade of XXI century

In the article problems of formation of democratic system and maintenance of political stability in 
Russia and China in the fi rst decade of XXI century are considered. The special attention addresses on 
an opportunity of realization of comparative researches of modern social and economic and political 
processes in the Russian and Chinese societies. Features of expansion transformational processes in 
the multinational countries are analyzed.

Key words: civil society, democratic system, multinational country, political stability, political 
transformation, social transformation.

I.A. Antonova 
The Present Role and Stance of Greece in Cyprus Settlement Revisited

The Eastern Mediterranean is full of ethnic confl icts, including two Cypriot communities partition. 
Today the issue of their unifi cation is one of the severest problems in world politics. Greece, being 
Republic of Cyprus independence guarantor as per Cypriot constitution of 1960, has always been 
playing quite a signifi cant role in this settlement.

Key words: collaboration, confl ict, diplomatic efforts, disagreement overcoming Greek Cypriot 
community, foreign policy, multilateral negotiations, reciprocal understanding development, 
settlement, unifi cation, Turkish Cypriot community, tensions decline.

S.V. Kutovaya
Actors of social – social – spatial localization of the population 
Far East Region (for exavple theJewish Autonomous Region)

The existing population in the constituent territories in the Far East is localized in a certain way. 
To solve the problem of attracting and retaining newcomers in this area, a complete and accurate 
picture of conditions and forecast of the region need to address the main causes that infl uence the 
localization of the population in this part of Russia. However, there are features that complicate 
the solution of this problem: extreme climatic conditions, an underdeveloped socio-economic 
infrastructure, reducing the capacity of population growth, the focal nature of localization and low 
population density.

Key words: determinants, factors, localization, population, region, social space, social - spatial 
localization, territory.

M.A. Lygina
Problem of philosophical conception of social work essence 

The article is dedicated to the philosophical comprehension of the essence of social work. The 
author accomplishes differentiation of concepts «social work», «social activity», «social aid», «social 
protection», «social welfare», «socialization». In the article approach to understanding of social work 
as the specifi c form of state and non-governmental action on the social subject and the medium of 
his existence, is based for the purpose of the guarantee of the specifi c standard of cultural, social and 
material living of people and creation of suffi cient bases for the realization of their social activity.

Key words: social work, social activity, social aid, social protection, social welfare, socialization.

A.V. Aleshina, V.A. Kosovskaya
Successors under the law and sequence of their calling to the inheritance in the 
Russian Federation and foreign countries

In the article descries the order of the heirs to inherit under the law in accordance with Russian 
Federation legislation, as well as in accordance with the rules of inheritance law France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Britain and the United States.

Key words: escheat, hereditary succession, succession by right of representation, unworthy heir, 
forced heir, order of succession, usufruct.
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Y. A. Maksimov
Customs Union. Apsects of formation of united customs legislation

Article opens an order of formation of the Customs Union of Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus. 
The maintenance and the basic functions of a control system by the Customs Union, formations of a 
customs-tariff policy of the countries-participants reveals.

In article the basic stages of creation of contract-legal base of the Customs Union are allocated, 
the purposes of its creation, and also a problem of formation of the uniform customs legislation are 
concretised.

Key words: custom duties, the customs legislation, the Customs Union, the customs-tariff policy, 
the fi nancial legislation, foreign trade activities state regulation.

L.N. Letyagin
«The wanderer who follows the verb»: behaviour models between the letter and the 
symbol

The norm (canon, standard) of Behaviour fi nds real sense not only in the legal Statute, but 
in historical facts, dynamics of the Cultural Process. The Philosophy of language opens a lot of 
Constants of the National picture of the World which have special value in the conditions of the 
modern globalisation.

Key words: the Communications in Culture, the Events, the Historical Development, the National 
Identity, a Norm of Behaviour, a Pattern, the Social Action, the Tradition.

D.V. Antonenko 
On the issue of isomorphism of some base concepts of modern western 
and traditional eastern patterns of the world

In this article evolution of the western pattern of the world is considered through the phase of 
its transfer from classical to modern non-classical state. The main attention paid to basic tendencies 
of the non-classical physics progress and its determinative infl uence on whole modern western 
pattern of the world. Isomorphism of some basic concepts of traditional eastern and modern western 
cultures are shown, what makes it possible us to affi rm evolution of the western pattern of the world to 
similarity with the eastern one. Causes of western interest in traditional cultural heritage of the East, 
its infl uence on modern western culture and prospects of this process are considered.

Key words: cultural heritage of the East, eastern pattern of the world, isomorphism, non-classical 
physics, paradigm of world view, pattern of the world, Buddhism, Taoism, western pattern of the 
world.

G.H. Shenkao 
Language and name: sociolinguistic analysis of ideological bases 
of contemporary political life

In the article sociolinguistic analysis of concepts of language and name on the basis of conceptual 
approaches to research of symbolical structures of the social communications of F. de Saussure, Й. 
Benveniste and R. Barthes is presented. Ethnosocial aspects of becoming of symbolical structure of 
the modern society are analyzed. Theoretical and applied directions sociolinguistic researches of the 
political life of the modern Russian society are considered.  

Keywords: cultural stereotypes, historical approach, language, name, sign, sociolinguistics, 
sociolinguistic analysis, structuralism, symbol.  

N.V. Nikiforova
Categories of «techique» and «technology» in Marcel Mauss’s cultural anthropology

The notions of «technique» and «technology» are observed as relevant categories of Marcel Mauss’s 
cultural anthropology. The conclusion is made that techniques of the body and technology of social 
environment allow classifying societies and types of culture on their basis. 

Key words: cultural anthropology, M. Mauss, social anthropology, techniques of the body, 
technique, technology, type of culture. 

M.A. Mishina
The system of sign and semiotic status of the traditional doll 

The annotation: this article contains a defi nition of the notion “traditional doll”, an analysis 
of semiotic nature of traditional dolls, created in specifi c ethnographic examples. The rite was 
considered, in which the doll reaches its peak semiotic status, achieving a value of sign.

Key words: rite, sign, symbol, semiotic-informational function, semiotic status, traditional doll.
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N.N. Pilikina 
Artistic peculiarity of Kargopol clay toy

Now interest to national creativity, to manual skills subjects has extraordinary increased. Exhibitions 
and museum expositions of products of a folk art use special popularity. In it to a number traditional 
kargopolskaya the clay toy draws to itself attention the historicity and the bright fi gurativeness. 

Key words: clay toy, Kargopol toy, traditional toy, national decorative toy, national crafts

R.I. Filippenko
School of history of art in Kharkov: E.K. Redin

The article is devoted to the investigation of Byzantine art in Kharkov University in the late 
XIX – early XX century. The work contains the analysis of creative heritage of the well-known 
Ukrainian and Russian historian and art critic, professor of Kharkov University E.K. Redin who 
investigated Early Christian, Byzantine and Old Russian art. E.K. Redin wrote about the necessity 
of Byzantine art studies for understanding of Russian art. The article deals with E.K. Redin’s 
contribution to Kharkov School of Art Criticism formation.

Key words: historiography, Christian monuments of art, Kharkov University, E.K. Redin.

A.S. Klujev 
A synergetic view on music

Using a synergetic approach the author determines the place of music in the system-evolving 
world and shows that within the paradigm of synergetic music can be defi ned as a superattractor of 
the system-evolutionary motion of matter.

Key words: evolution, motion of matter, music, superattractor,  synergetics, synergetic approach, 
system, world, attractor.

L.N. Karlin, I.N. Samusevitch
Global Climate, History and Culture

Infl uence of climatic changes on the development of world culture, global cultural and economic 
processes is analyzed. The Earth climate and the reasons of its changes are considered. Examples of 
climatic changes on formation, development and crisis of several human civilizations are demonstrated. 
The cultural development as a refl ection of climatic changes is show in the article. 

Key words: atmosphere, volcanic activity, global warming, historical-climatic pendulum, 
climatic oscillation, culture, ice age, World Ocean, greenhouse gases, warming, cooling, civilization, 
cyclicism.

E.N. Uspenskaya 
Nature/culture opposition in Indian thought and Hindu social order

Multicultural Hindu society appears to devise its elaborated caste structure as an adaptation 
strategy toward the conditions of Indian environment. Hinduism upholds a caste system of inequality 
by the idea of Universal and individual Dharma and formulates the idea of human society by an 
opposition nature (prakşti) /culture (samskşti). A culture the Indian way is to consider a Brahmanic 
rite as nesessary accompaniment for any kind of activity, be it life-supporting work or physiological 
activity. Culture defi nes a man in a mass of sentient beings. Social status of a caste/jati depends on its 
typical way of life, and “cultured” or “non-cultured” usages. 

Key words: caste, caste ideology, culture, Hindu social order, nature, social status.

V.I. Ulichev
Dynamics of number of the Greenland seal and factors of environment

Presumably, one of the factors for indirect  effect of the distribution. Numbers and population 
dynamics is solar activity. Our study was based on data by Canadian and the USSR on the harvest 
of the harp seal (Histrophoca groenlandica) of the White Sea population. which is the most suitable 
subject for ecological monitoring in the water area of the Arctic and White seas. We assumed that the 
number of harvested seals refl ects their total numbers. The dates of anomalies in the dynamics of the 
seal offspring served as a basis for determination of the intra-annual dynamics of the Wolf numbers  
and baric characteristics. Of particular importance in the functioning of marine ecosystems are sharp 
climate anomalies, affect the trophic and ecosystemic relations. 

Key words: climate, a craft, geomagnetic Activity, The Greenland seal, factors of environment, Ice 
conditions, population, a pressure minimum, a sea ecosystem, solar activity.
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V.B. Sapunov
Ecological depot as basis for biosphere stability

The cause of biosphere stability is number of reserves for every possible tasks dealing with biota 
survive. There are reserves within every structural level from molecule to  biosphere. The number of 
such reserves I consider as “biosphere depot”. This is extremal number of mechanisms and adaptations 
that are hidden having no signifi cant effect of present biosphere. At the same time they may be 
activated and mobilized after they would be accorded to new challenges by developing environment.

Key words: biosphere, homeostasis, biospheric depository.
A.I. Subetto

Educational intentions in XXI century: formation of noospheric universalism and 
noospheric personality 

Theoretical clauses of doctrine of noospheric personality are generalized in the article. The 
necessity of formation of noospheric universalism is considered to be one of the most important socio-
cultural dominants of educational society.

Key words: global ecological disaster, intentions, capitalocracy, noospherism, noospheric 
personality, educational society, socio-cultural harmony, universalism

G.B. Pigoltsina, N.A. Zinovyeva
Microclimatic zoning of the site of the Olympic Games «Sochi – 2014»

Quantitative estimation of the microclimatic variability of the specialized climatic characteristics 
in the complicated surface conditions of Western Caucasus was fulfi lled. Microclimatic maps of the 
coldest periods (5 days) and snow cover duration of the site of the Olympic Games «Sochi – 2014» were 
plotted.

Key words: microclimate, mesoclimate, spatial variability, specialized climatic characteristics, 
mountain relief, microclimatic zoning.

V.A. Rumjantsev, L.A. Kudersky.
Lake Ladoga: description, environmental State 

Provide general characteristic Lake and underlined its unique features, including high water 
quality. Examines the history of the Lake and its biota the last 10–15 thousand years. There are 
especially inhabit the Lake organized ducks MOU. Particular attention is drawn to the fi sh population, 
the State of fi sh stocks and fi shing. Is the role of the Lake in the socio-economic life of the region.
Discusses the need for implementation of rehabilitation and protection of the environment and there 
is a role in this regard, the forthcoming federal law on protection of Lake Ladoga.

Key words: uniqueness, Aquilegia, holodnovodnost′, water quality, biota, fi sh population, 
ecological status, protection

S.A. Kondratyev, M.M. Melnik, M.V. Shmakova, E.G. Markova, T.Yu. Ulyanova
Method of calculation of external load on Chudsko-Pskovskoye Lake 
from russian catchment area

A mathematical method is proposed to calculate carryover of chemical substances from water 
catch and formation of external load at lake Peipsi-Pihkva. The model lets estimating natural and 
anthropogenic factors of load of different origin.

Key worlds: Catchment, chemicals wash off, lake, load, mathematical model, nutrients retention, 
runoff, wash of.

N.V. Lovelius, A.Ju. Retejum
Planets impact on earth phenomena: Lake Victoria case

Authors, using results of observation over levels of the Lake of Victoria and the river Nile, and 
also the data on atmospheric precipitation, show that water budget fl uctuations in the equatorial part 
of Africa are connected with movements of planets of Jupiter, Saturn and Uranium which infl uence 
solar activity. This dependence explains the nature of two known cycles with duration about 12 and 88 
years. An direct cause of water infl ow changes is oscillation of atmospheric circulation. Low level events 
coincide with high frequency of northern meridianal type of circulation (according Dzerdzeevsky’s 
classifi cation). The fi nding could be used in long-term forecasting.

Key worlds: atmospheric circulation, connections interplanetary communications, connections 
lake, planets, terrestrial communications. 


